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Why studying star-planet interactions ?

Coupling stellar evolution and rotation-orbital evolution with star-planet interactions

Direct link with PLATO (stellar evolution & rotation, magnetic activity, planet characterization) 
and SPIRou (stellar evolution & magnetism, detection of small planets)
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Most of the planets detected so far are close-in planets

How do compact star-planet systems evolve ?

What are the physical mechanisms at work ?

Could star-planet magnetic interactions lead to planet migration ?

Important star-planet interactions
Shared star-planet evolution

Many close-in star-planet systems

Earth

Mercury



Convective envelope

Radiative core

Benbakoura et al. (2018)

Internal angular momentum exchange
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Star-planet interactions :
overview

Stellar evolution (PMS, MS)

Convective zone/radiative zone coupling

Coupling time scale : ~10 Myr

Solid rotation

Solid rotation

Ic , Ωc

Ir , Ωr

Core

Envelope

Radiative mass gain

Angular momentum exchange
 to obtain a solid rotation

MacGregor and Brenner (1991)



Convective envelope

Radiative core

Benbakoura et al. (2018)
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Star-planet interactions :
overview

Wind braking

Lever arm on the star
 at the Alfvén radius

Overtaking of the Alfvén speed

Alfvén radius rA

Flow of a magnetized wind 
accelerating with distance

rA

Weber & Davis (1967)
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Remus, Mathis & Zahn (2012)

Guenel et al. (2016 & 17)

Convective envelope

Radiative core

Benbakoura et al. (2018)

Star-planet interactions :
overview

Tidal effects

Porb
 = Prot

/2
Dynamical tide

Co
-ro

tat
ion

Equilibrium tide

StarInward

Outward
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ESPEM : a 1D numerical model

Evolution des Systèmes Planétaires Et Magnétisme (ESPEM)

Equilibriuum
tide

Dynamical 
tide

(inertial waves in the 
convective zone)

Convective
envelope

Radiative 
core

Benbakoura et al. (2018)

Coplanar circular star-planet system

Secular evolution of the semi-major axis and the stellar rotation rate

System of equations :

Two bodies, multiple interactions
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Typical profile: stellar rotation rate

M* = 1 Msun 
Prot, ini = 1.4 d

Without planets

Stellar evolution (PMS, MS)

ESPEM

Wind braking

Convective zone/radiative zone coupling
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Typical profile: stellar rotation rate

M* = 1 Msun 
Prot, ini = 1.4 d

Without planets

Disk-locking
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Typical profile: stellar rotation rate

M* = 1 Msun 
Prot, ini = 1.4 d

Without planets

Core, envelope decoupled

Disk-locking

Stellar evolution (PMS, MS)

ESPEM

Wind braking

Convective zone/radiative zone coupling

Coupling time scale : ~10 Myr

Pre-main
sequence
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Typical profile: stellar rotation rate

M* = 1 Msun 
Prot, ini = 1.4 d

Without planets

Radiative
zone

Convective
zone

Core, envelope decoupled

Disk-locking

Stellar evolution (PMS, MS)

ESPEM

Wind braking

Convective zone/radiative zone coupling

Coupling time scale : ~10 Myr

Pre-main
sequence

Main
 sequence

Wind braking

Core-envelope coupling
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Tidal effects

ESPEM
Typical profile: orbital evolution of the planet

M* = 1 Msun 
Prot, ini = 1.4 d

mp = 1 MJup

Rp = 1 RJup

aini = 0.03 UA
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Tidal effects

ESPEM
Typical profile: orbital evolution of the planet

M* = 1 Msun 
Prot, ini = 1.4 d

mp = 1 MJup

Rp = 1 RJup

aini = 0.03 UA

Co-rotation

Roche limit

Stellar radius

Semi-major axis
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Tidal effects
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Tidal effects

ESPEM
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[Gombosi 98]
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Alfvé
n r

ad
ius

Sub-alfvénic interactions:
star-planet connection (Alfvén wings)

Super-alfvénic interactions:
shock formation

Evolution of the planet
 in a magnetized medium

Angular momentum exchange 
between the star and the planet

Strugarek et al. (2017)

Star

Magnetic effects can compete 
and even dominate tidal effects

Star-planet magnetic interactions

Star

Planet

[Preusse+ 06; Saur+ 13; Strugarek 16]]



[Gombosi 98]
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Planet

[Preusse+ 06; Saur+ 13; Strugarek 16]]

Strugarek et al. (2017)
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What are the different types of magnetic torques ?

Strugarek et al. (2015)

Dipolar interaction

Unipolar interaction

Two regimes of magnetic interactions

Existence of a planetary magnetosphere 

Absence of magnetosphere 

Strugarek (2016)

Total wind pressureAlfvénic Mach number

Laine & Lin (2012)

Wind magnetic field at the planetary orbit

Strugarek et al. (2014)

Drag coefficient
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MHD torques and magnetic topology

New system of equations :

Convective
envelope

Radiative 
core

Benbakoura et al. (2018)
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MHD torques and magnetic topology

New system of equations :

Convective
envelope

Radiative 
core

Benbakoura et al. (2018)

Γmag
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MHD torques and magnetic topology

M* = 1 Msun 
Prot, ini = 1.4 d

mp = 1 MJup

Rp = 1 RJup

aini = 0.03 AU
Bp = 10 G 

New system of equations :

ZAMS ZAMS

Co-rotationCo-rotation
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MHD torques and magnetic topology

M* = 1 Msun 
Prot, ini = 1.4 d

mp = 1 MJup

Rp = 1 RJup
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Bp = 10 G 

New system of equations :

ZAMS ZAMS
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ZAMS
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MHD torques and magnetic topology

New system of equations :

M* = 1 Msun 
Prot, ini = 1.4 d

mp = 1 MJup

Rp = 1 RJup

aini = 0.03 AU
Bp = 10 G 
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The planet can spin the star roundM* = 1 Msun 
Prot, ini = 5 d

mp = 1 MJup

Rp = 1 RJup

aini = 0.03 UA
Bp = 10 G 

δP = Prot, with planet - Prot, without planet

Planet destruction = spin-up of the star

Magnetic torques : earlier destruction

Magnetic torques : earlier stellar spin-up

Magnetism + Tide + Wind

Tide + Wind

Magnetism + Wind

Faster
rotation

~50-90%
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Survival of the furthest : a first statistical study

Intense tidal & magnetic effects

Fast rotators

Efficient migration

Weak tidal & magnetic effects

Slow rotators

Possible survival inside co-rotation

SurvivalDestruction

MHD torques accentuate behavior obtained by tidal effects 

Less efficient migration

No survival inside co-rotation

Depleted area for low initial rotation periods and low orbital periods

Co-rotation

Dynamical tide transition
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Conclusions and perspectives

Tidal effects dominate for young systems

MHD effects dominate for older systems

MHD torques accentuate behavior obtained by tidal effects 

Significant influence of the planet on the stellar rotation

Dissipation in the radiative zoneTidal gravity waves

3D MHD simulations with PLUTOUnipolar-dipolar transition

Multi-body approach
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Conclusions and perspectives

Tidal effects dominate for young systems

MHD effects dominate for older systems

MHD torques accentuate behavior obtained by tidal effects 

Significant influence of the planet on the stellar rotation

Dissipation in the radiative zoneTidal gravity waves

Goodman & Dickson (1998)

3D MHD simulations with PLUTOUnipolar-dipolar transition

Multi-body approach
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